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Abstract—Under the big data era, there is a crucial need to
improve the performance of storage systems for data-intensive
applications. Data-intensive applications tend to behave in a
predictable manner, which can be exploited for improving the
performance of the storage system. At the storage level, we
propose a deep recurrent neural network that learns the pat-
terns of I/O requests and predicts the upcoming ones, such
that memory contents can be pre-loaded at the right time to
prevent cache/memory misses. Preliminary experimental results,
on two real-world I/O logs of storage systems (from financial
and web search), are reported—they partially demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, we have observed a significant

improvement in processor’s executing capabilities due to the

production of smaller transistors and the move towards multi-

core processor platforms [1], [2]. However, such increase does

not lead to the same amount of increase in computational

performances [3]. This is partially due to the I/O bottleneck;

i.e., the processor remains idle when the storage read and write

commands are being completed [4]. Not only the local storage

systems are heavily influenced by the I/O bottleneck, but cloud

storage systems also suffer from the ever-increasing workload

of data-intensive and parallel applications. To address the I/O

bottleneck, much research (e.g., [3], [4]) has been done to

leverage prefetching in bridging the speed gap between stor-

age, memory, and the processor. Particularly, Data-intensive

applications tend to behave in a predictable manner and the

recent prevalent processor prefetch [3] intends to use deep

learning method to learn patterns of specific workloads that

are characterized by stable and repeatable patterns.

Most of the hardware storage prefetching is optimized

for relatively simple I/O patterns. For some complicated I/O

patterns, especially in the cloud storage systems, the large

number of mixed I/O requests lead to difficulties in iden-

tifying and analyzing the patterns caused by a mixture of

different workloads. Furthermore, limited attention has been

given towards the temporal requirements of I/O prediction,

which becomes an urgent topic due to the explosive growth

of data stream in the era of real-time Internet of Things (IoT).

In this case, understanding the underlying structure of I/O

request correlations can aid in improving the performance of

prefetchers. With the latest advancement in the deep learning

models such as sequence to sequence learning (Seq2Seq) [5],

we can now achieve higher accuracy in the prediction of I/O

addresses [6]. As most storage problems are depended on

caches and prefetchers, we intend to build a time-aware multi-

task I/O predictor that delivers the upcoming I/O request to

sequence prefetcher [4], [7].
However, there are several technical challenges in devel-

oping such a multi-task I/O predictor in storage systems.

First, the storage access address is very sparse: depending

on storage size, it can be as high as 10 million unique

string of numbers. This extreme large data scale can lead

to performance degradation in prediction [3] under traditional

Seq2Seq models. Second, most Seq2Seq models are proposed

for offline prediction, and thus timing performance is not

a major consideration in their design [4]. Since sequential

prefetching is tightly correlated with meeting the I/O requests

(deadlines), we have to take the timing restrictions into ac-

count. As a result, the complexity of the model needs to be

severely constrained, so that the delivery of the upcoming I/O

request can be finished ahead of time.
To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a

Long Short-Term Memory [8] (LSTM) network to retrieve

I/O requests. Even though LSTMs can be used as a baseline

model for sequential data, the gates are unable to adapt

to the multi-output manner directly. To address the need

for a multi-step ahead prediction, a specialized Multi-Input

Multi-Output strategy [5] is adopted, where LSTM cells

are stacked to improve the multiple-step ahead prediction.

Specifically, the proposed multi-task I/O predictor follows

two main phases: offline training and online simulation. In

the offline training phase, the predictor starts learning the

patterns that are recurring in the I/O traces; while in the

online simulation phase, the predictor loads the upcoming I/O

addresses in a timely manner. Lastly, the on-going study has

the potential to provide new insights into reducing the load

of Seq2Seq learning by unsupervised learning and timing

analysis.

The main contributions are:

• We design a novel Seq2Seq learning-based prefetcher for

real-time I/O prediction in storage systems.

• We intend to address the timing constraints of the

prefetcher by proposing a multi-task I/O predictor.

• Preliminary experimental study is conducted based on

real-world I/O request logs, which demonstrate that the

strategy has the potential to handle complicated I/O

patterns while meeting timing constraints.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the system model and strategies to improve the effi-

ciency of the approach. Section III describes the preliminary

results in model training and compares our model with existing

related work. Section IV concludes the current efforts and

highlight some on-going work.

II. I/O PREDICTOR SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the detailed structure and

procedures of the I/O predictor. In the meantime, we also

provide some system backgrounds.

A. System Structure

We start with an overview of the overall predictor system

structure. As shown in Figure 1, the system contains two major

phases: offline training and online simulation. During offline

training, the multi-task I/O predictor will learn the essential

patterns that are recurring in the I/O requests. While during

online simulation, the prefetcher loads the memory/cache

with upcoming predicted I/O requests for preventing potential

memory/cache misses.

Specifically, for offline training, we first employ data and

time analysis to extract the most recurring essential patterns of

I/O requests. Second, we use the K-means clustering method

to assign the I/O sequences to differentiate various sectors in

storage. Third, we employ Seq2Seq learning for each sector of

storage. For online simulation, we develop a multi-task real-

time I/O prefetcher to load the predicted memory pages by a

specific time point. The following two subsections discuss the

details of the two phases.

Fig. 1: The overall flow/structure of the I/O prediction and

prefetching system. Where the input is sequences/log of I/O

request, and the output (ideally) is a well prefetched mem-

ory/cache pipeline with high hit ratio (in the subfigure, x-axis

is the timeline, while y-axis represents the addresses of I/O

requests)—blue dashed line is actual I/O requests while red

lines are the actual prefetch conducted (by the predictor) based

on output of the predictor.

B. Offline Training

Data Preprocessing. To develop a general predictor that can

handle complex I/O requests, in this subsection, we use two

data sets to motivate and demonstrate the assessment. First,

we analyze a type of storage system trace known as online

transaction processing (OLTP) that is widely used in financial

institutions. OLTP traces are commonly known as having

a large memory footprint, where index searching becomes

challenging and requires distinct attention. Moreover, OLTP

systems are used for financial transactions, order entry, and

account services [9]. Second, we examined I/O traces of a

search engine storage system that contains a greater number

of random I/O accesses [10]. For both I/O traces, the storage

access address is very sparse, and cover more than 300,000

unique addresses. Note that any memory miss will cause a

huge delay in fetching from the hard disc storage. Therefore,

predicting the exact I/O address for preloading brings great

benefits in terms of resource efficiency [4].

We start the preprocessing by neglecting the low-frequency

I/O addresses from the training data and focus our attention

on the most recurring I/O addresses. As shown in Figure 2,

we display the I/O addresses with more than 5-time-recurring

of a particular OLTP storage trace (Financial 1) and a web

search storage trace (WebSearch 2) [11]. These I/O addresses

will be used as a vocabulary for the prediction model.

(a) WebSearch 2 (b) Financial 1

Fig. 2: Recurrence numbers (along the y-axis) of I/O addresses

for each trace dataset.

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the system model starts with a

stream of I/O requests. At the storage level, our primary con-

cern is to deliver the most useful I/O commands to cache when

there is a significant change in storage accesses. Therefore,

the importance of time analysis appears in the preprocessing

stage, where it could act as an indication of a change in I/O

sequences. which can be seen as a shift toward slower, larger

storage or that another application has started.

As shown in Figure 3, by choosing an appropriate time

window, we can group the I/O requests that are close to each

other as a single sequence [12]. The sequencing method will

reduce the size and load of the system model and trains the

system to model for the sequences of I/O addresses that will

be missed by the on-chip cache.

Clustering. Unfortunately, I/O accesses often come from

many users/applications running which makes the pattern

prediction complicated. We hope to separate each sector of
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Fig. 3: The use of time window for sequencing the I/O

requests.

storage so that Seq2Seq learning is applied more specifically

and aid us in reducing the vocabulary size, and increasing the

prediction rate [3]. In our study, we use the K-means method

to cluster the sequences of I/O addresses that are spatially

close to each other. Clustering before learning has many other

benefits. For example, in a storage system that contains more

random access (such as WebSearch), the complexity of the

system can be reduced, such that learning of its spatial patterns

can be very effective. Also, this enables parallel processing

during the learning/prediction phase, as discussed below.

Transferred Seq2Seq Learning. After clustering each sector

of storage, we develop a transferred Seq2Seq model that learns

the temporal pattern for each sector. In most NLP problems,

the time of appearance of each word in a sentence does not

hold any value. However, the exact time of appearance for

I/O addresses holds a great value that cannot be dismissed

(temporal information is critical in I/O scheduling). As we

chunk the I/O stream into smaller sequences, the Seq2Seq

model learns to adapt to the changes that happen with time

for each I/O request. This is similar to natural language

processing (NLP), where words get extracted as features

for embedded information in the training phase [12]. Here

we employ our time analysis method to build sequences of

data that are important and can result in adequate accuracy.

Based on the statistical language model in NLP, similar I/O

correlation can be exploited and transferred for prediction. A

neural network architecture (shown in Figure 4) with a stacked

LSTM Encoder-Decoder is proposed. It consists of two LSTM

networks that act as an encoder-and-decoder pair.

C. Online Simulation

As discussed in the offline training part, Seq2Seq learning

conducts training on the existing temporal and spatial patterns

of I/O requests. During the online simulation, we intend to use

the trained Seq2Seq model for predicting the upcoming I/O

requests in the near (but not immediate) future in a real-time

manner. This is to leave enough time to preload the predicted

storage pages into the cache/memory and reduce miss ratios.

Specifically, a Multi-Task I/O Predictor is deployed to

choose the appropriate cluster, compute the prediction, and

deliver the upcoming I/O requests to the cache/memory While

the key challenge in the multi-task I/O predictor is the notion

of timeliness. The prediction must be further enough in time
such that enough time remains for predicting and prefetching.

Fig. 4: I/O stream will be encoded and decoded in a sequence

that can be used for Seq2Seq learning.

In other words, if the prefetching of correct sequences is

applied too early, there is a chance that the correct data gets

evicted from the processor soon and thus causes a miss later

on when actual I/O request arrives [3]; while the prefetching

cannot be too late for obvious reasons. In the two examples

considered in this paper, the prediction is made around a few

hundred steps ahead of the current memory access. This will

give us the ability to move the new predicted I/O stream to

the processor at the correct time, so the predicted I/O accesses

could be utilized [13].

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate our I/O predictor system on

two real-world data sets: Financial 1 and WebSearch 2 [11].

For comparison, we include two popular algorithms afore-

mentioned as the baselines, which are Block2Vec [13] and

C-Miner [12] in the experiment. Then, we report the prediction

accuracy and the computational speed of our proposed model.

Finally, we discuss the current results and future improvements

that can be further conducted.

Implementation & Current Results. As shown in figure

4, the offline training starts by feeding the sequence of I/O

streams to the encoder, which maps a variable-length of

sequences to a fixed-length vector. Then, the decoder maps the

vector representation back to a variable-length target sequence.

These two networks are trained jointly to maximize the condi-

tional probability of the target sequence for a given sequence

[5]. To increase the reliability of the prediction, we used a

random batch generation in both training and evaluation. Also,

we conducted an unsupervised clustering on the I/O accesses.

As shown in Figure 5, clustering is helpful in generalizing the

spatial patterns of I/O accesses, as the Seq2Seq model will

learn the I/O addresses a specific section of storage. Moreover,

for the Financial 1 data set, the clustering method reduced

the computational speed by almost 24% and increased the

accuracy by 14%.
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Fig. 5: The use of clustering to specify a section of storage for
Seq2Seq learning.

Another way to increase the accuracy of our prediction

is to improve the optimization of our loss function. During

the training phase, the network will improve its precision by

adjusting its weighted cross-entropy loss for a sequence of

I/O addresses that were prepossessed. The training and testing

were done on 250,000 and 25,000 I/O request respectively. For

each sequence, 130 I/O commands are included that would sat-

isfy our multi-step ahead prediction. As shown in Table 1, the

evaluation of our model shows that the improved optimization

yield great accuracy compared with the baseline algorithms.

As for the Financial dataset in 130, I/O commands, on average,

nearly 100 of these requests get predicted accurately. Lastly,

the accuracy of the proposed model for WebSearch 2 is lower

than Financial 1 due to having more random accesses.

Financial 1 Websearch 1

C-Miner [13] 48% -

Block2Vec [12] 72% -

Multi-Task I/O Predictor 78% 23%

Gradient Loss 0.79 1.54

Batch Size 256 512

Number of Clusters 3 7

Window Size 64ms 32ms

Table 1: Comparison of the multi-task I/O predictor’s

performance with previous studies and the training

parameters.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this study, we showed that the storage access patterns

could be learned and predicted using the multi-task I/O pre-

dictor. Furthermore, these patterns can be saved as a guide map

for future accesses, where the latency and cache miss occurs

[10]. Since most application behaves predictably, the predictor

uses Seq2Seq model to learn the storage access patterns and

predict the next sequence of I/O stream. In addition, clustering

and time analysis gave us great insight into identifying the

most important I/O requests and the underlying structure of

storage access patterns. Although the computation of these

methods is challenging and time-consuming, the predictor

employs them in offline training as they are a great asset

in reducing the complexity of the predictor and increase its

performance.

Although the preliminary results are promising, the work

still faces challenges in meeting real-time requirements. For

example, in the Financial 1 time analysis, delivering a 64ms

ahead prediction requires more than 10 seconds of computa-

tion on our current platform. As the aforementioned signifi-

cance of timeliness in I/O scheduling, we need to further fulfill

the requirement of exact-time prediction by controlling the

sequence length and window size. Also, additional hardware-

software co-design is to be conducted to fulfill the real-time

requirements.

In future work, we plan to tackle the memory wall problem

that is caused by the bottleneck effects in memory [3]. Finally,

the goal for that the proposed multi-task predictor is to be

used as a hardware prefetcher that will revolutionize the

performance of the application in cloud storage systems.
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